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This paper presents a 'VLSI chip architecture for

finite rn pulse response (FIR) filtering. The chip is
intended for applications where high throughput is
in ore important than short latency. It is well known
that FIR filters, in priccicile, can be implemented at
arbitrarily high sam pIe rates I 2] since in ultiple output
sam pies can be corn puted in parallel. Attention is paid
is this paper to doing so with VLSI technology. An
mi portant property of any system intended for VLSI
implementation is structural regularity. Cellular auto—
in ata 13 have an ite rative form of structural regularity.
They are especially well-suited to VI,S1 technology: itera-
tive regularity siui plrfics design and nearest-neighbor
cool in unication sire plifies operation. The emergence of
VlSI techuoiogy thus is rekindling inte"est in cellular
autom ata. Systolic algorithms / ar"hitectures, a kind
ol cellular a utom ata, have received much recent atten-
tion. Systolic array im pleroentations of FIR filters are
presented in 4,5,6,7,8].

Taking these benefits one step further, we may use
lot—level cells -eells chat operate on a bit (or a few hits)

rather than word-level cells. This approach may he
used to advantage as a way of im p1cm enting word-level
cells as is done, for exaniple. with the lterative Array
Multipliers described in [9]. Brt—lovel cells may also he
used to orgao iae aystem a as is suggested by the classic
Sequential Ite rative Systems 1101 . Bit-Ic ye I systolic algo-
rithms have been reporterl for Convolution 111,12,13,14,
5], l"lltl"iltering [I 1.14,16:., liE Filtering 141, Inner Pro—
ilurt L 17], Linear 'I'ransforeiation (including Disrrele
l"ourier and Welsh Traosferniatioes) [11,18,10], Matrix
Product [201, aiid String pattern—matching :211.

All of these hit—level cellular algorithms have very
sin liar urioerlyiug arefiiter'tures — arrays of one hit full
iihilers (string pmettc'rii—m atchurig excepted) with control
circuitry thai. ihihfe rs 5001 ewhiat in car' hi algorithm.

An arithmetic tissue for FIR filtering

"tissue: .. 9. an aggregate of cells usually of a
particular kind or kinds together with their
intercellular substance that form one of the
stru ctural materials out of which the body of a
plant or an animal is built up." [22]

Bit-level cellular algorithms suggest the develop-
01 cnt of "eom putational tissues." A tissue for FIR filter-
ing is proposed in this paper; FIR filters are widely used
in practice, and the tissue proposed can be used to
iniplement most of the bit-level systolic algorithms
nientioned above. Thus, although each cell has sim pIe
logic and swite hing capabilities the collection of cells —
the tissue - is a versatile corn putational material. This
tissue may he fashioned into FIR filter "organs" for use
in speeialised, high-throughput digital signal processing
syste oi s . With this architectural and performance con-
text in in md, we proceed to identify our tissue's specific
an atoni ic requirement's.

iRE 'USSUE'S ANXIU'IIY

'l'he hit—level systolic algorithms referenced in the
Introduction all use arrays of cells that can act as I—hit
fall adders. Each algorithm, however, requires some-
what isiorc of its cells. 'l'hese additional eapahilitics arc
(pcrfiaps surprisingly) modest. The proposeil tissue's

a a toni i e feat u ri's dir i ye fr rim t he req iii r ciii cuts of a
highly parallel hit—level systolic algoritlini for FIll lilter—
leg. Wi' thus focus on tIns algorithm's implenicirtatios
u.s a means of coherently introducing the FIR filter
tissue's anatomy. Our goal is to incorporate all the
rc ilu ire in cii ts of tli is algorith in in to a liii in oge iii ous
graph of lilt—level cells that are functionally identical.

'lire word—level algorithm presented produces K
outputs is parallel, where K is the order of the l"IR
filter. The structure of the algoritlrni resemlili's very
closely that of a systolic linear trisssforni . 'l'hie algo—
ritlini is illustraterl for a 4—tap FIR liltc'r. It i'aeeutes on
a 4 X 4 orhhiogoual msieshi of processors, ili'pii'ti'rl in l"ig.

Input and output are in hrloi'ks of 4, and sri' skeweil
in ti ni e . Inputs m eve sos the as twmsril at tli c rate of eai'
ill / eye Ic. Outputs in eve east hi wms r rh at clii' sri ui rn. hi'.

On ir ac Ii cvi' Ic, the ci' Ils do an inner proilsi' t sti' p
— y + a a . Note, h owe icr, that the inputs sri'

,fi'layeil an extra. cycle, as indicated tiy the hmrrrieontally
slignerl delay elements. l"ig. 1 presents the filtr'r corn—
liii tatio n at e y' r' le.,'h (assuming thi at thi e e o Oi pu tatio n
starts on cycle 0). Following that figure, one ran sr'e
that 9. will he available on cycle 4, yr and y on cycle
V Vu' r. V on cycle 6, Vic' Vie' tn. y on cycle 7, and

This chi'sigu is ilerivi'd in the full report.
SM' now turn our attention to a bit—level algorithm

that is corn patihle with these word-level cells. Fig. 2
itepicts a pipelined array, adapted from 118], for per-
form ing multiplication of x by a constant, a. The values
of a, a, and their product, a, are represented in two's
corn plement. Each cell does what may be considered
the hit-level analogue of an inner-product step:
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s'r'—(a ' a) G a G c
c' —(a ' a 'a) + (a ' a 'c) + (a ' c)



Note, however, in the array of hg. 2 that:
the black cells on the upper left hand boundary use
the complement, E, rather than a in their full
adders, and

2. the cell that multiplies a0hy z,, has a carry—in of
not (I.

liii' initial sum bits of such an array are set to zero. A
p sr tic ii ar integer product is form e (1 as it 110 W5 fro mu to p
to hottoni through the array. See 18] for a derivation
of' his 1)11—level cellular multiplier.

The bit—level array is coupled to the word—level
array by making the following observation. If y is used
as tire sum—bit (s,) initial values, then y a x are the
sum—bit final values (s0). Finally, Fig. 3 depicts the bit—
level Flit filter algorithm. That figure illustrates a 4—tap
l"ill filter, where each scalar is represented with 3 hts;
output scalars are 8 bits: 3 X2 + log4 ]. Note that
there is one extra delay c Ic rue nt along ciSC h ri put bit
p a t hi, as req u ire d li y t lie word — level a I g or it ii in

This cclhruliir algorithm forms the basis of the aria.—
toni ic reqmiiri'm cnts for the FIR lilter tissue; we proceed
to enumerate these rn plied reiliuircirients.

Topological requirements
Both the word—level arid the bit—level algorithms

require tire orthogonal mesh of cells, It thus is chosen
as our tissue's intercellular structure.

Cell requirements
Cell requirements are presented in two steps: The

inner cell requirements and tIre outer cell require—
merits. 'l'he reader is cautioned that this inner - outer
dichotomy is an artifact of presentation; tire actual cell
is implemented as a (MA—based) lInite state machine.
Those data associated with the inner cell have a sub-
script of i for "inner;" those with tire outer cell, an 'o'.

Fire inner cell is sim ply that depicted iii Fig. 2. It
has four inputs and four outputs. It generates a, ' s,
arid rises this hit product as one of the inputs in the I-
bit full adder, Faeh output is defined as a boolcan frunc-
Lion of the in puts:

a, —a,.
s, —( a, ' x, ) s, c.

5, —5,

The outer cell contains (what are in affect) tire
switching and menrory capabilities that are used in tire
hit—level algorithms of interest. l"ig. I gives its
si lie mat ii'. For two's c (110 p Ic rim cut integer prod ire t, tire
,')irry—iri hilt, of tire inner cell in ay Lake on the value of I
c, ; 2) zero; 3) x,,
• c, —select{c, ,O ,x
\Micn two's eom plcrnent is used, certain cells rim unt gen-
erate ax rather than a's1. Since this can be deter—
mined when the cell's state is established, the cell can
be programmed with " rather than a. No switch is
needed in the cell for this.
In tire word—level algorithm for lilt filtering, each input
data streani is delayed one extra cycle. This optional
delay is used for that purpose.
• x .—select{x,. x's

Treating these swite lies independently, we have 24
distinct states: 6 diflerent switch settings and 2 bits of
niemnory: 5 state hits sufficet, Tire SET lilt, a ('Onitrol
iii put, indicates if tire inputs arc to be used to set the
state (SET), or are to be used as data valu en (SET).

ThE 'TISSUE'S FUNCTION
Once a cell's state has been set, its behavior is

iieterrni med. tfirderhyirig the program minrg of cells is tire
assirrimption that they will need to he progrannirried (i.e
conligurred for a particular FIR liltcr) infrequently. The
procedure for doing so is slow; it avoids broadcasting.

Upon receiving a set signal, a cell will go into set
mode. In ,set in ode, the cell sets its state according Li)
its other input's values, In order to keep this procedure
sim plc and port (pin) efficient, two decisions have been
no ade:

1. The tissue state is not program med incrementally,
every cell in the tissue is program rued (though not
identically) wlie n the tiss ire state is program inc d.

2. Cell states are not changed incrementally, the
entire cell state is set (reset.) every time that set
mode is entered.

This approach obviates the need for mcli and state bit
add ri'ss information,

Although the tissue is designed specifically to sup.
port l"IR filtering, some other cell and tissue capabilities
are noted.

I. 'lire cells, which are essentially arithmetic, caui be
in ade to perform a variety of liooleani fumii'troris,
depending on their state, such as and (A), or (V),
not (), exclusive-or ( G ), implication (—v,) arid
exclusive-nor, also known as if and only if (=.

2. Although each cell is identical, the actual fir nri'tiorm
a cell performs depends on its state. The tissues
cells (10 riot all have tire sanriim state while executing
any particular algorithnir. In this sense, the tissue
actually has the architecture of a honr ogeneously
structured MIMI) machine.

3. In addition to two's complement arithmetic, the
tissue supports unsigned, sign.magniturde, and
one's com plement arithmetic.

4. Tissue cxii be shared: Virtual partitions can be
created by appropriately setting cell states.

5. Because the tissue is extensible, it r' ii never be
the bottleneck ins a high-throughpit com purtcr sys-
tern

PRQJECI' S TAlUS AND PLANS

A prototype cell, based on a I-metal layer NMOS
process that is supported by both MOSIS 23 1 and
ALLENI)E 24 ] , has been successfully simulated using
the Berkeley tools: Crystal and Esim

There is a working tissue simulator it has been
used to test bit-level cellular algorithms.

Once established, a tissue "program ," (i.e., tire
matrix of desired cell states) must be communicated to
the individual cells. The tissue does not function as a
sim pie SIMI) machine. The loading sequence, as
ilescribed in the previous section has been worked out
by hand on a case by case basis, using only low-level
software aids. A tissue program loader wilt be written in
order to autom ate this tedious, error-prone procedure.

I,, farm r he m mini al state Space is Sri) aller: nor all swirrh setuiniss are
antsgfn I.
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Program corn pilation is the process of establishing
those cell states that arc needed to perform a certain
algorithm To date, small exam pies have been worked
out by hand. A high-level language and compiler will be
developeu for programming the tissue. a preliminary
step. WC intend to wr'te algorithm-based expert.
corn pilers. For example. we will write an FIR filter com-
pile r . It is envisioned that, with this software an FIR
filter applications engineer will be prompted for the Fill
lilter parameters. for a given bit—parallel, word-parallel
FIR filter those parameters include:

word—size. input, output, and internal.
2. n'imberoffiltertaps,
.1. tap values, and
4 arithmetic: twos complement, one's complement,

etc.
These parameters determine each cells state.

CONGLUS IONS

Give ii a tissue of suitable size one may program
the tissues cells so that it implements any FIll filter.
The parameters of such a tissue program are: the
number of taps, the tap values, the word sizes (input,
ou tput, and internal), and the type of arithmetic (twos
complement, one's complement, or sign-magnitude).
The FIR tissue thus is versatile.

'Mth respect to performance, the tissue supports
high-throughput applicat:ons; the filter implementation
is I) bc ked and pipelined , with a cycle time that depends
on neither the word size nor he num her of taps.

The FIR filter tissue has many dcs:rable anatomic
features. It is horn ogeneo'is, that is. toe tissue is an
array of structurally identical cells. Each cell is simple
- roughly on the order of a latc lied one-hit full adder.
The intercellular structure the orthogonal mesh is
also sun pIe. It is extensible, that is, the extent of the
tissue can be increased (e.g., by adding a new row of
cells) without redesigning ally of the parts. Ilomogene-
ous sim pie cells, cellular comm unieation. and extensi-
bility all contribute to making this tissue especially
well-suited to VLSI implementation.
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Fig. 1 The highly parallel FIR filter algorithm executes
on an orthogonal mesh of processing elements.

Fig. 2 A pipelined two's complement array multiplier,
adapted from 18(. The operands, x and a, are
represented in 3-bit two's complement; the output, s, is
represented in 6-bit two's corn plement.

8.2.4
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Fig. 4 A schematic of the outer cell. The data in the
inner cell have a subscript of i (on both entry and exit);
the data in the outer cell have a subscript of o (on both
en try and exit).

5.

.co

Fig. 3 The bit-level array implementing a bit-parallel
version of the highly parallel FIR filter of Fig. 1. This
figure illustrates a 4-tap filter with an input word size of
3 bits. The output word sise is 8 bits. Inputs and out-
puts are integers represented iii two's complement.
Each white circle represents a latched full adder as in
Figure 2. The black cirles represent cells that use the
complement of the a-bit. The black triangles represent
delay elements, and are used to delay the input data
stream, x, as required by the word-level algorithm. The
circles that have a 0, in them represent an a=fJ
encoded into the cell. These cells merely keep the pipe-
line synchronized.


